The daily report highlights the violations behind Israeli home demolitions and demolition threats in the occupied Palestinian territory, the confiscation and razing of lands, the uprooting and destruction of fruit trees, the expansion of settlements and erection of outposts, the brutality of the Israeli Occupation Army, the Israeli settlers violence against Palestinian civilians and properties, the erection of checkpoints, the construction of the Israeli segregation wall and the issuance of military orders for the various Israeli purposes.

The Violations are based on reports provided by field workers and/or news sources.

The text is not quoted directly from the sources but is edited for clarity.

The daily report does not necessarily reflect ARIJ’s opinion.

### Brutality of the Israeli Occupation Army

- The Israeli Occupation Army arrested Haytham Shokri Taha after storming his house and taking him to Al Maskoibiyah detention and interrogation center. IOA also arrested Bassem Talib Idris (46 years old) from Ath Thuri neighborhood in Silwan town, after storming his house and confiscated some phone devices. Resident Abed Al Rahman ‘Awis was also arrested from his house in Ras Al ‘Amud neighborhood.
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- Israeli Occupation Army attacked the weekly peaceful demonstration that took place in Kafr Qaddum village against the continued closure of the village's entrance for more than ten years. The IO troops used tear gas bombs, rubber bullets and sound bombs where dozens of Palestinian residents along with International activists were injured.

- A number of Palestinian citizens were injured as the Israeli Occupation Army suppressed the peaceful demonstration that took place in Al Ma’sara village southwest of Bethlehem city, where the IOA used tear gas and rubber bullets.

- Israeli Occupation Army suppressed the weekly peaceful demonstration organized by the local Popular Committee against the wall and settlements that took place in Bil’in village in Ramallah governorate. The IOA used tear gas bombs and rubber bullets causing the injuring of number of Palestinian residents and International activists.

- The Israeli occupation troops stationed at the entrance of Beit Ummar town north of Hebron city attacked and beat Mahmud Saed Ali Sabarna (22 years old).